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REVIEW: APPS ON THE MARKET 
 

Producing and performing 
 
GARAGEBAND (FREE - but IAP for some instruments) 
Beatmaking, Composing, Performing 
 
For anyone who has used Garageband on a computer this takes that sequencing and 
composing with loops and virtual instruments to another level. The SMART 
INSTRUMENTS enable keys and chords to be set on interfaces that look and can be 
played in ways that relate to conventional instruments. Guitar chords can be “ 
strummed “ with a variety of guitar sounds, Keyboard chords played and recorded 
with one touch, drum parts played on a kit that looks like a conventional kit. This 
combination of exciting looking instruments, the ability to set and fix keys then 
record with minimal gestures make GB an incredible tool for working with a wide 
variety of groups. Lessons around keys, chords and song structures can be brought to 
life and creative compositions enabled quickly whilst the appearance and playability 
of the Smart Instruments make this really accessible for people with cognitive or 
physical challenges to their music making. The attractiveness of the interface, decent 
and wide pallet of sounds and relative ease is also suited to those with shorter 
attention spans or with difficulties around engaging otherwise. An absolutely 
essential piece of kit. 
 
I observed several people (including Gary Day and Ben Sellers) using Garageband. 
Ben, working with a large mainstream primary class was using it to enable students 
to compose and arrange eight bar loops with a variety of different instruments in set 
keys. Using the Smart Guitar or Keys they played in chord sequences then added bass 
lines and melodies alongside these. The young people were quickly able to work 
quite independently, intuitively finding their way round most features and produced 
good quality and rewarding original compositions whilst also learning about keys and 
structure. Compositions were then shared by amplifying each iPad in turn. 
 
Gary was working with different SEN groups, some with very limited physical 
mobility. By setting the Smart Guitar to a specific chord the students were able to 
play along and effectively accompany themselves meaningfully playing a song 
coming from Gary’s laptop. Gary gave them opportunities for soloing which 
encouraged their awareness of their independent contributions. 
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THUMBJAM (£5.99) 
Performing 
 
This is a completely unique genuine musical instrument and along with GB the most 
used by practitioners I spoke to. TJ divides the screen vertically or horizontally into as 
many or as few divisions as you choose, set to any of a mind boggling number of 
keys and modes and controlling a wide range of fantastic sounding virtual 
instruments. The playability is almost unrivalled (touching, stroking and holding down 
notes) and augmented by the ability to change sound by shaking or moving the iPad, 
for example to create tremolo or bend. In each of the four corners is a Function 
control button (for example Edit, Sound etc.) and a hide-able toolbar runs across the 
top with Key and the control over Octave and Span. 
 
Playing can be recorded and looped and external audio sampled so that you can 
create your own patches and also very simple to import extra patches that other 
people have created. 
 
It’s in the pure performance ability that TJ stands out. Being able to set a mode or 
key and then use only the notes in that, with either wide playing areas for big fingers 
and limiting the number of notes or narrower areas for more notes and ability to play 
runs, and in theory the ability to synch a number of iPads up via Bluetooth (see 
below) makes this an incredible tool for jamming and accompaniment. I have 
witnessed this being used by professional improvisers and also young people with 
PMLD – its flexibility and simplicity make it incredibly useful. Certainly as a group 
playing and improvising tool TJ is fantastic and can really facilitate and encourage 
group interactions in a meaningful and simple way. Another essential. 
 
In the session referred to above with Ben, ThumbJam was used as a way of soloing 
and playing along with compositions made in GB using the facility to “ Run in 
background “ which means that one app continues to play whilst the user can 
perform on another. By setting specific scales and keys in TJ Ben’s group were able to 
solo within the key very easily. Projecting GB added to the functionality as 
movements on the iPad were reflected onto the screen for all to see. 
 
In a project with Young People with Profound and Multiple LD and Physical 
impairments I witnessed a young lad in a wheelchair who has very little hand 
control, place his hand on the iPad and then really push himself to slide a finger a 
few inches across the screen to access different notes on a Violin sound. The sense of 
achievement as he found expression in the instrument was clear to see in his face 
and he persevered for several minutes until exhaustion brought his performance to 
an end. 
 
The variety of ways of performing with TJ was brought home to me by observing a 
lad with profound autism use 3 different approaches to interact in an improvisation. 
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Using a Trumpet sound he started with slow stroked sustained movements to elicit 
long notes, then moved onto pointillist finger taps to create little clusters of notes 
then using whole hand he generated slabs of dramatic brass stabs, varying these 
techniques as the piece developed and clearly expressing himself in a controlled and 
intentional musical way. 
 
Peter Keserue described a session with an elderly man with Parkinson’s who, using a 
table sound was exhilarated by how, delicately rotating his index finger on the pad, 
he could be a tabla virtuoso. 
 
In my own work, I use TJ extensively. One way I use it regularly is at the end of a 
session in an SEN context where we sing a calm down song (Marawathana) which 
works in a pentatonic scale. I set iPads with calming sounds like Flute or Violin in the 
key and allow the young people to play along as we sing and bring the session to an 
end with their own performance. 
 
One of the fantastic features of TJ is that it is useable in any context – it’s simple to 
use immediately but its expressive qualities mean that you can never exhaust what it 
is capable of. 
 
IMPAKTOR (£2.99) 
Performing, Engagement 
 
This amazing app turns any surface that it is placed on (for example, a table) into a 
synthesised drum with a range of exotic and unusual sounds that can be edited and 
tweaked heavily. It uses the internal microphone so if used with external 
amplification volume levels need to be watched to avoid feedback. Without 
amplification it can be hard to hear some of the sounds over the acoustic sound of 
table tapping for instance. 
 
It’s another very useful engagement tool for a wide variety of groups – a simple 
drumming session could take place without the need for any other instruments. It 
also has uses within the setting up of interactive sonic environments where placing it 
on a surface can animate that surface. 
 
Going deeper into programming sounds is complicated and I can’t see that its use 
would sustain interest and engagement for long periods with most groups but a 
great tool for refocusing a group or capturing imagination. 
 
I walked into a PRU session with four young people around a table. Some were 
tapping fairly aimlessly on the desk so I placed an iPad with Impaktor on it and the 
young people’s faces lit up as their desk was turned into an expressive synth drum 
and I was then able to encourage them to play together in time. 
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iKAOSSILATOR (£13.99) 
Beatmaking, Performing, Engagement 
 
A great sounding app especially good for creating short sections of urban music styles 
in seconds. It uses the top half of the screen as a playing surface where bright lights 
follow your finger movements as you create melodic, rhythmic and sonic sweeps. It 
allows five instruments to be played within one song loop with a wide pallet of very 
professional and contemporary sounds. In seconds great sounding loops can be 
created so it can be really good for quickly inspiring and engaging a wide range of 
young people. Creating full length compositions doesn’t really work on this but ideas 
and loops can be exported for use elsewhere. 
 
Additionally simply used as a performance instrument set to a key it can allow great 
sounding interactions very simply. The visual connection can also be inspiring and 
encourages finger movement across the screen. 
 
I have seen this work as a really effective fast engagement tool with very differing 
groups of young people. On one hand a lad in a PRU who was frustrated at not being 
able to programme to his satisfaction on Logic, and becoming disengaged, started to 
make short loop compositions in a Dubstep style that quickly sounded professional. 
We were able to use this as the starting point for a longer more complete 
composition on the computer as it had re-enthused him and made him feel he could 
achieve. 
 
In a different context iKaossilator was very effective at drawing in reluctant and 
nervous young people with Learning Difficulties where the ease of playing by sliding 
your finger, exciting lights that followed these movements and brilliant quality of 
sounds quickly captured their attention. iKaossilator really benefits from Guided 
Access as the performance surface is relatively small compared to the screen which 
allows access to lots of potentially distracting controls and it can be easy to 
accidentally mute a sound. However, as with all other apps, with GA it can be very 
difficult to change sounds without coming out and going back in which can be fiddly 
and time consuming. 
 
CUBASIS (£34.99) 
Composing, recording, beatmaking 
 
This is probably the most professional sequencer, recorder available for iPads. Made 
by Steinberg, whose Cubase has been a staple of music production for many years, 
this iOS version looks and functions pretty much like its computer based siblings. It 
lacks very little from a computer DAW offering audio recording, VST instruments and 
Loops as tools for creation as well as a professional range of effects and plug ins. 
Steinberg have seamlessly adapted Cubase to this platform and created a great 
sounding and highly functional work station. 
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Probably best for teenagers and those wanting to learn about composing, arranging 
and sequencing rather than as a quick and engaging fun app this would be a very 
useful, albeit quite expensive, tool for introducing groups and teaching Music 
Production skills without the need for computers. It is possible to use this alongside 
other instrumental apps which can become VST instruments inside Cubasis, especially 
in conjunction with Audiobus (below). 
 
I have also found it really useful for recording my groups as reference where the 
visual connection and tools make it really easy to find sections for reference or to 
edit out silences etc. 
 
LOOPY (£1.99) 
Sampling, looping, audio manipulation 
 
A fun and highly creative sampling and looping app, this gives you six circles on the 
screen, each of which acts as an individual sampling/looping interface allowing six 
separate loops to be recorded, played back and manipulated in some quite 
interesting ways. 
 
Without interface or headphones this uses the internal mic and speakers so that any 
previously recorded loops will effectively be overdubbed into a new one that you are 
recording which can potentially create a confusing sonic stew and lead to feedback.  
 
Definitely an app that works best on headphones to avoid this, it is nevertheless a 
very creative tool for anyone wanting to experiment with sampling and looping. This 
definitely has hidden depths for those with the patience to work with it but the ideal 
of using headphones limits it’s potential in groups. 
 
SAMPLR (£6.99) 
Sampling, audio manipulation, looping 
 
Another sampling and audio manipulation app this shows you the waveform of a 
given sample and allows the user to literally play with the wave form via a number 
of function parameters. A unique instrument for interacting with sound this is at the 
same time a lot of fun for young people to manipulate samples of their own 
choosing but also a really in depth way of mangling and looping sound. The visual 
wave form is a useful way of learning about sound recording and the physical 
interfacing makes fantastic use of the iPad system. 
 
Samples can be imported via Dropbox, iTunes or recorded straight into Samplr. As a 
fast and easy way into, for instance using Field recording to explore an environment 
in a music project this is fantastic. Sampling sounds in directly through the mic, 
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looping some and manipulating their pitch, slicing and other parameters quickly turns 
simple field recordings into exciting sonic pieces. 
 
ECHO STRING (FREE)  
Performing, Engagement 
 
This is similar to, but much more limited than, Thumbjam in that it divides the screen 
into 3 vertical key areas then provides two octaves of strummable ‘strings’ 
horizontally. Sounding and operating very much like a Harp this can really encourage 
young people to move their fingers in ways to create interesting musical patterns. A 
13yr old girl with Autism who I worked with came up with a wonderful methodology 
on this of writing the letters of your own name and creating unique melodies that 
way. Performances can be recorded. 
 
LAUNCHPAD (FREE but add-ons cost) 
Beatmaking, Performance 
 
This is a great introduction to dance music mixing and loop based DI style music 
making. The screen is divided into 48 squares each of which has either a sample loop 
or single hit on it organised in 8 columns allocated to different ingredients e.g. 
Drums. You can only trigger one sample from each column at once but as many 
different columns as you like.  Loops are all in time and will play until struck again. 
The presets are fantastic – lots of styles like Drum and Bass, Dubstep will allow young 
people to understand the styles as well as experiment with structure and 
arrangement on the fly. Very similar concept to Ableton Live for which the hardware 
Launchpad was designed this enables exploration of elements in urban music styles 
and simply creates great sounding arrangements. This works really well as a way of 
engaging certain young people and even generating a backing that they could sing or 
rap over quickly. 
 
This version is a closed environment – only present sounds but it is possible to 
purchase Audio Import as an IAP. However LP doesn’t have the ability to Warp or Flex 
samples yet so that they are locked in original tempo. 
 
I have seen this as a very effective tool for keeping teenagers with LD engaged for 
extended periods, and I observed a 17 year old with quite profound Autism and 
difficulties focussing for long periods, spend a good twenty minutes experimenting 
with putting different ingredients together experimenting with structure and even 
using it as the backing for a simple song.  
 
Kelly Jo Peters said that she finds LP a really useful way of teaching the ingredients of 
various urban musical styles with teenagers with Complex Learning Difficulties. 
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I’d suggest the most useful contexts for LP would be working with teenagers in 
mainstream, PRU, or SEN contexts where they can work independently rather than 
for group performance. 
 
IMPC (£4.99) 
Beatmaking 
 
Based on the legendary Hardware series of MPC samplers this works in exactly the 
same way. The interface is 12 square pads that can be touched to trigger samples 
assigned to them. It’s looped-based drum machine style beatmaking with fantastic 
quality drum and other sounds in modern urban styles. Great for playing and creating 
drum grooves as backings for live or as the base for composing. As ever with this 
way of composing longer pieces it’s a bit fiddly but for short grooves it’s brilliant. 
 
This seems to be only recently coming into use in PMM but would seem to be most 
suited to working with teens who want to make Urban styles and have the patience 
and focus to build and refine their work. 
 
A more professional version is due for release late summer 2014 which looks like it 
will add lots of features mostly aimed at the professional performer rather than for 
participatory contexts. This is likely to lead to a drop in price for the original. 
 
ANIMOOG (£20.99) 
Performing instrument 
 
This is a wonderful sounding synth made by the legendary Moog. The presets are 
great sounding and it makes excellent use of the screen interface to be able to edit 
and tweak sounds on the fly. Keys can be set so that a limited pallet of notes can be 
enabled if desirable. Professional quality synth but containing some great 
atmospheric sounds for soundscape work and for performance one can develop a 
genuine specific instrumental technique. 
 
IPOLX SIX (£20.99) 
Performing instrument. 
 
Another very professional quality performance synth with a great sound. Key size can 
be varied to suit needs. Slightly fiddly for editing virtual analogue parameters. 
 
THOR (£10.49) 
 
Taken from Propellerheads Reason software this is another hugely powerful synth 
with a fantastic sound library and huge editing possibilities. 
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DJAY 2 (£6.99) 
DJing 
 
A very realistic DJ decks simulator that allows teaching of DJ skills in a way that 
relates clearly to conventional decks with virtual arm, scratch platter, cross fader, 
varispeed etc. Tracks can be pulled in from iTunes library tempo synched 
automatically or manually and mixed in a highly realistic way. 
Will Wilkinson described how the realism of the interface and the way it relates to 
Numark vinyl decks makes this a brilliant tool for teaching DJ skills providing a 
realistic feel without the need for lots of hardware and records. 
 
Audio-visual, mood and sensory 
 
SINGING FINGERS (FREE) 
Audio-visual, Engagement 
 
This is a very unusual and very clever app. You can sing or vocalise into the mic and 
at the same time draw lines, squiggles or whatever you choose. Touching these 
again afterwards plays back your vocal sample, albeit in a slightly fragmented way.  
 
Lots of fun as an engagement tool especially for young children or young people with 
Learning Difficulties. I have seen this prove very useful for encouraging vocalisation 
amongst reluctant vocalisers though the playback quality could be a drawback for 
those who might not fully recognise their own voice. 
 
MAD  PAD (£1.99) 
Audio-visual 
 
This is actually mad! Using the camera and mic short audio and video excerpts can be 
recorded at the same time and then triggered by touching. It allows and divides the 
screen into 12 sections with their own sample in each. The app comes with a set of 
pre recorded samples including pictures and sounds of a car but creating your own is 
really easy and instant. 
 
This app works both as a fun toy encouraging engagement but can also work as a 
way of exploring how sounds and images work together for instance ‘real world’ 
sounds. Once a set of pads has been created these can be performed and turned into 
a movie with sound. 
 
I have seen this function as an excellent first step of engagement for some young 
people with Autism where the visual connect to the sound has really appealed. The 
challenge was to stop the group just making funny noises and faces and triggering 
the endlessly – this app requires therefore some careful management especially with 
this client group. 
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It also has potential uses for Field recording based work or soundscapes. I saw a 
session where young people with Mild LD went around their environment capturing 
sounds and sights that grabbed their attention and then creating a movie by 
retriggering their samples. This worked well as a group activity as they could take it 
in turn to capture a sample of their choosing. There is a function that shows only the 
active pad on the screen which definitely helps with Cause and Effect. 
 
AIRVOX (£1.99) 
Performing, Gesture, Engagement 
 
Somewhere between a Theremin and Soundbeam this app uses the camera to 
enable distance sensing and pitch changing in response. After holding a hand over 
the iPad for a few seconds moving it away will lower the pitch and vice versa to 
control a synth sound. The sounds are limited and tricky to edit but the basic 
operation is incredible and easy for young people to understand and try for 
themselves. As a magical engagement trick this is great and could offer someone 
with particular physical challenges a way to play and perform alongside others. 
If this were developed to control a more conventional and easily edited sound source 
this could well become a mini Soundbeam for people with limited movement control. 
 
AUMI (£6.99) 
Performing, gesture 
 
Like Airvox this uses the camera but instead of judging distance it creates a grid that 
divides the screen. Then using the camera which looks for “ interesting “ parts of the 
image ( high contrast or angular shapes  )it can read movements in a horizontal 
plane which are assigned to notes and an instrumental sound. It operates best when 
there is a plain background behind the user and is fiddly to set up but it is possible to 
fine tune the grid mapping to respond to very small movements, for instance subtle 
head movements. It is also possible to save settings for a particular user so that they 
can be recalled. It has a decent range of instruments, sounds and loops which with 
time and a controlled environment could enable someone with very restricted 
movement to express themselves, perform and improvise. 
 
I have tried this with a young person with very limited physical control and 
perceptual challenges. Seeing her face on the camera drew her in and she responded 
to the sound she created. With time I think she could get a lot out of this. 
Camera based motion sensing is quite an inexact science even on computer based 
systems but as a stand alone instrument this has great potential especially for 
working with those who cannot control by touch but can move their heads for 
instance . Very nearly incredible! 
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BEBOT (£1.49) 
Audio-visual, performance, engagement 
 
Bebot is a simple robot/synth app where a picture of a Robot can be animated 
visually and musically by touching parts of the screen. Scale and Timbre can be 
edited. This would seem to be a useful tool for engaging young people with quite 
profound LD as it looks fun and attractive and is inviting to play with. It can connect 
with more sophisticated apps and control them but alone doesn’t really allow deeper 
engagement but is a cheap and useable tool to have in the box. 
 
VIS PERFORMER (FREE) 
Audio-Visual, Mood 
 
This is Yamaha’s simple Audio-visual app and allows the user to trace their finger 
across the screen and create quite pleasant synthy pad melodies at the same time as 
generate good quality visuals from a collection of nicely coloured and shaped presets. 
It’s a nice calming tool for someone a bit over stimulated or for engaging young 
people who really respond to visual stimulus. 
 
I’ve seen this work well in PMLD context with young people who are drawn to visual 
stimulus and through this could start to appreciate Cause and Effect with sound and 
visuals. 
 
NODE BEAT (£1.49) 
Audio visual/ mood 
 
Creates pleasant sound sequences from creating and moving on-screen nodes. Fun 
but a bit complicated to understand the effect of what you are doing. 
 
TUNETRACE (FREE) 
Audio-visual 
 
Photograph drawings and turn them into sound patterns. Designed by Queen Mary 
College. A very clever and innovative app, it is still in development and slightly 
buggy. 
 
BLOOM (FREE) 
Audio visual/ mood 
 
This was an early innovation for iPad and iPod designed in association with Brian Eno 
and as such generates very atmospheric ambient soundscapes in response to 
touching the simple colourful front screen. More a mood generator than interactive 
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music making tool and starting to look limited compared to newer apps it is 
nevertheless lovely sounding and induces very calm atmospheres. 
 
SENSORY iMEBA & ELEKTRA (FREE) 
Audio-visual 
 
Sensory make a number of apps, some musical that could be very useful to working 
with young people with special/complex needs. These two apps are specifically 
designed for this audience. Both encourage touching and swiping to create musical 
and visual effects. Very limited and the sounds are almost industrial but useful tool. 
 
Tuners and chord-finders 
 
CLEARTUNE 
 
One of many guitar style tuners on the market. This is a good one with analogue 
style visual interface. 
 
CHORDBANK 
 
Basic guitar chord finder of which again, there are lots. 
 
UKELELE 
 
Ukulele tuner and chord finder – basic but very useable. Encourage ear training as it 
doesn’t offer responsive tuning but only giving you a correct note to pitch against. 
 
Scoring 
 
There are a number of different score writing, sheet music apps out there which are 
slightly out of the scope of this study which is focusing on sound generation and 
music creation methodologies but underline the flexibility of the device as a Music Ed 
as well as participatory tool. Some score apps will allow you to carry with you 
thousands of pieces of scored music and have at your fingertips enormous libraries of 
scores – the equivalent of several suitcases of manuscripts! 
 
SHEETMUSIC (FREE) 
Music teaching 
 
This was recommended to me by Collette Allen who says that “ it allows me to have 
access to all the latest releases of popular sheet music and to change the key to suit 
the participants vocal range “.  
 
forSCORE (£4.99) 
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Music teaching 
 
This is another highly recommended and widely used score app. Users rave about this 
for professional functionality, scores available and professional support. 
 
Scoring and music teaching 
 
goodEAR 
Music teaching 
 
Another from Collette - helps participants to hear and sing intervals Major 2nd, 3rds, 
perfect 5th, 4th and major 7th – Ascending and Descending, the user can choose 
intervals and customise their exercise.  
 
MUSIC THEORY 
 
ABRSM Aural Grades 1-8. The only Aural Test Training app you need to prepare for 
your ABRSM exams  
 
SESSION BAND 
Music teaching/ composing/loops 
 
There are versions of this for a variety of musical styles – jazz, rock, dance and they 
allow you to create tracks in a given style from high quality loops. So it’s a practice 
app that you can play along with or for composing in a particular style and learn how 
those styles are made up. 
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Utilities 
 
DROPBOX 
Utility 
 
Dropbox is a well used cloud storage system for files and is used by quite a few apps 
as a way of getting sounds in and out. It is available as a free app with considerable 
but limited storage. More is available for a fee. 
 
AUDIO BUS (£2.99) 
Utility - Interfacing tool 
 
Audio bus allows you to connect two or more apps together so that you can for 
instance record a part played in one instrument app on another that can record audio 
or feed one app through another audio treatment app to enrich the sound. It’s a 
really simple and useful tool that can create a tool greater than the sum of its parts 
where the functions of one app are combined with those of others. It’s pretty easy to 
set up but possibly beyond most participants’ independent use. 
 
 
OTHER APPS 
 
The apps reviewed here are certainly not the only ones of use in PMM and this is not 
an exhaustive list. I have focused on those mentioned by respondents regularly or 
those that do something unique. Everyone has their own favourites and as these 
change and new ones appear we hope to be able to update this review. 
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USING iPADS 
 
FUNCTIONALITY 
 
Guided Access 
 
This function is built into iPads and allows the user to disengage designated parts of 
the screen so that only some parts are active, for example, the playing surface is 
open whilst the controls are disabled. This can be a really useful tool when working 
with young people who might play with the buttons and close an app, or change the 
key accidentally etc. Several practitioners have alluded to young people wanting to 
press buttons that disengage apps or attempt to open other apps instead of playing 
on a chosen one. Guided Access (GA) can be a really useful tool, especially when 
trying to manage lots of young people all playing independently. GA can be dis-
engaged by a triple click and then inputting of passcode which can allow adjustments 
before resuming. It can though prove annoying if for instance you want to make a 
quick volume change and have to go through the disengage/re-engage process. 
 
However there are questions to be asked about control and ownership for young 
people if, for example, we aren’t allowing them to choose or change sounds. This 
needs to be considered in practice and balanced against the benefits to engagement 
and flow that GA can support. I’ve also found that some young people especially 
those with so-called Learning Difficulties seem to be able to find ways round GA that 
I have yet to understand! 
 
Run in background 
 
Many apps allow this which means that one app can be functioning at the same time 
as you engage with another. A great example of this I saw in practice was creating 
short arrangements in Garageband then soloing and improvising over the top of 
these in Thumbjam. (See below also for Audiobus which enables combining apps). 
 
Group play and volume 
 
Most respondents to the survey spoke of the excellent possibilities for group interplay 
that iPads can allow. The ability to be in a fixed key and explore improvisation or 
accompaniment with great sounds and without the necessity of technical expertise or 
great dexterity can make them the ideal instruments for this work.  
 
However most people are finding the relatively low maximum volume level of most 
iPads to be really frustrating as they can’t for instance compete with an acoustic 
guitar or string instrument. From my research it seems that certain models are louder 
than others. My second generation iPad mini is massively louder than my iPad 2. The 
Mini has two speakers placed either side of the lightning connector where the 2 has 
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a single speaker on the right hand side of the 30 pin. So that might be worth thinking 
about as the Mini’s volume is certainly more useable. 
 
Music Leaders have tried a variety of solutions which are worth discussing: 
 
Connecting to a mixer via headphone jack and leads – Sonically this is the most 
satisfying and potentially controllable as the mixer gives central control of volume as 
well as combining inputs. Clearly this creates a potential nightmare of wires with its 
own trip and general Health and Safety risks – which are frankly so great as to rule 
this out except for the most controlled of e.g. performance environments. 
 
Bluetooth speakers – Again, in theory this should be a good solution, though one 
requiring a speaker for each player.  With Bluetooth, devices can be linked wirelessly 
and for instance the sound transmitted to a speaker or two iPads linked. However the 
unreliability of Bluetooth rules this out for most practitioners. Anyone who has 
struggled with Bluetooth will attest to its inconsistent behaviour which is not really 
acceptable in a workshop context where technical delays and frustrations could lose 
the session. I recently used iPads with a colleague Anna Dolphin for a street 
procession linked via Bluetooth to a pretty sizeable speaker. Sonically the results 
were great but there was such a degree of latency (delay) between playing and 
sound emerging as to make this incredible frustrating. Similarly when trying to synch 
a number of iPads with Thumbjam together the links were intermittent and 
unpredictable. With better reliability this would be a great system. 
 
Connected Speakers: This is the simplest and most obvious, though an 
unsatisfactory solution. Connecting the headphone out jack to either a fixed 
amplification source or more often a portable battery speaker gives an independent 
and definable sound source so that cause and effect is more obvious for players than 
using a mixer (I have observed that playing through a speaker set some distance 
away can quickly create a disconnect between playing and sound especially for 
young people with cognitive challenges). However each player will need their own 
which means more equipment to buy, maintain and carry and there will still be 
leads, though these are much more easily and safely managed with careful placing. 
(See product reviews below.) 
 
Microphones: Another technique I have witnessed is the music leader taking a 
microphone up to individual iPads to amplify individual players (either a radio mic or 
cabled). This can be great to feature a solo within a group but at the expense of the 
rest.  It is though a very simple and useful method. I have also used a couple of 
overhead mics to amplify a group of 5 in a performance which was reasonably 
effective. 
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ANCILLIARIES 
 
Speakers  
 
There is an enormous range of such speakers available starting at £5 and ranging into 
the hundreds. 
 
Lots of people use the X-mini (around £30 depending on model – there are several) 
which has a decent sound with a reasonable frequency range and seem pretty 
robust. It is around 60cm across and shaped like a burger weighing around 100g. X 
mini also do a Bluetooth version (£70). They are small and very portable. I have also 
tried the latest X Mini Me – which is pretty much the smallest speaker I have seen. 
It’s around the size of my thumb 44 x 48 and weighs 44g. The sound is remarkable 
good for this tiny size with a wider range than seems possible. It is not however loud 
and on the iPad mini doesn’t add much to the volume though it certainly has a better 
overall sound. On my iPad 2 it makes a huge difference however and would certainly 
reach the level of an acoustic guitar. The great advantage of its size is that it could be 
clipped to the iPad, maintaining complete independence. 
 
At the other end of the battery powered scale is the MiniRig (around £80). This is a 
mighty mini-beast of a speaker – a 72mm x 101.6mm diameter cylinder, it is quite 
heavy (424g) but really packs a punch delivering (according to their website 100 dB) 
and a pretty good frequency response. It charges via USB and holds that charge for a 
really decent amount of time. 
 
There are many other types available – the Altec Lansing Orbit at £18 has the best 
sound for its price but the build quality is poor and I have heard several stories of 
these breaking. 
 
The Adin B1BT is a vibration speaker which can transmit sound waves into a metal, 
wood or other surface that it is placed on. This can be really useful for working with 
young people with sensory impairment especially in conjunction with something like 
a resonance board. Ali Harmer has been using this to great effect. As to whether 
placing the speaker on the underside of the iPad might convey vibrational feedback 
I’m not sure and no-one seems to be doing this. The Adin B1BT is around £20. 
 
Cases 
 
iPads are expensive and, though pretty robust, still breakable with a glass front. 
There are an enormous amount of different cases and stands available ranging from 
99p to £50. Two very good ones are: 
 
Griffin (RRP £13- £45)  
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These are described as ‘military’ and allegedly used by the US Army. The rear of the 
iPad is encased in a combination of very hard plastic and silicon whilst the screen has 
an almost invisible plastic cover that doesn’t seem to interfere much with 
functionality. I haven’t had to put mine to a military style test but heard at a Special 
School that an iPad was thrown out of a window, landed on playground and still 
worked wearing its’ Griffin jacket. 
Shop around for best prices which vary wildly. 
 
Big Grip (RRP £24 / Stand £15)  
Thick softer foam cases that seem to provide very good protection against dropping 
and are widely used in SEN settings. If dropped the iPad will literally bounce! They 
make the iPad somewhat bulkier but there is also a stand accessory and they come 
in a variety of bright colours 
 
Stands 
 
Again there are a huge variety of stands for different purposes – desk stands, ones 
that attach to mic stands and specialist ones for attaching to wheelchairs. Prices vary 
incredibly and it has to be said that those designed primarily for wheel chair users 
seem disproportionate expensive (upwards of £150) whilst a simple mic stand 
connector can be bought for £25. 
 
External interfacing and controlling 
 
The internal mics on iPads are decent enough quality but not fantastic for in depth 
recording or indeed suited to use by a vocalist. Better quality external mics that 
connect via the Lightning or 30 pin sockets are available. 
  
 
IK multimedia make a wide range of useful hardware interface solutions including 
the iRig mic – an external uni-directional Condenser Mic for £42.99 and have just 
released an improved version iRig mic HD with extra features and 24 bit recording 
that should be £70 . 
 
For recording guitars or any other instrument using a � inch jack there are audio 
interfaces. IK again make several including the basic iRig (£25), more sophisticated 
iRig HD (£75). Line 6 make the Sonic Port (£70), Peavey the AmpKit link (£79). 
 
iPads will also receive and respond to MIDI information (see glossary) from 
keyboards, drum pads and Soundbeam. MIDI interfaces include the iRig midi (£50) 
and to combine both audio and midi the iRig pro (£100). 
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IK have recently brought out the iRing which allows interface control by moving a 
finger without touching the screen. I have only seen this demonstrated and not in the 
field and there are few apps that it currently works with. 
 
A few respondents complained about the absence of USB on iPads restricting 
connectivity and this certainly contributes to the sense of a closed environment with 
restricted interfacing. It is however possible to use the so-called Camera Connector to 
get some USB access, for example for piano type keyboards though there are issues 
around getting sufficient power through the USB to run some external devices. 
 
For projecting the iPad screen, VGA to 30 pin or Lightning connecters are available for 
around £10. 
 
CHARGING, SECURITY AND MAINTENANCE 
 
IPads have a decent battery life – in pretty constant use with deep apps you would 
hope to get a day’s workout of a full charge. They also recharge pretty quickly 
depending on model. However for those using several this could be really time 
consuming and fiddly. Luckily there are a variety of solutions – Griffin make a 5 iPad 
charger for £80, a 10 bay secure charging dock for around £600 and a 30 iPod secure 
dock for £1500. There are others out there but Griffin seem to be the most popular 
and tried and tested. 
 
Who owns and maintains iPads? 
 
This question threw up the expected schism between the more formal sector and 
Community Musicians. In the more formal sector of schools, Hubs and Music Services 
most iPads were centrally provided and apps installed. However in the CM sector 
pretty much all respondents said that they had bought their own, provided and 
updates apps and insured the iPads themselves. As the use of iPads extends in the 
field it is to be hoped that more provider organisations might be able to supply 
freelancers with iPads to use on projects or it will be very hard for group work to 
successfully develop using the platform. 
 
Note: Installing apps requires an internet connection, an Apple ID and account. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
30 PIN – this is the original connecting socket on earlier iPads up until the iPad 2 – 
it’s the wider looking slot. 
 
Lightning – replaced the 30 pin after iPad 2 – the much smaller socket. 
 
VGA – this is the most common type of plug found on computer projectors. 
 
MIDI – this is a protocol in digital music making to allow different instruments to 
communicate and control each other. 
 
IAP – In App Purchase – extra instruments or functionality that have to be purchased 
additionally to the app. 
 
PMM - Participatory Music Making as defined above. 
 


